Tecan Infinite® M1000 Microplate Reader

➢ **DO NOT USE WITHOUT PROPER TRAINING.**

➢ **Use your PI's lab account/password to log on.**

➢ **ALWAYS:**

1. Sign up on Quartzy.

2. Make sure plate type matches what is entered in run method.

3. Make sure plate orientation is correct when inserting (A-1 in top left).

4. Make sure lid is not on plate.

5. If injectors are used, make sure to clean according to manual
   a. Manual is located in cupboard underneath instrument

➢ **PLEASE DO NOT:**

1. Force door shut

2. Stand up against door of reader

3. Unplug injector if machine is on. Can cause serious issues!

➢ Report all problems and requests for training and use to Eric Zhang.
   • E-mail: (zhan0718@umn.edu)
   • Phone: 612-624-1456